FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Connect and Elevated Meeting Solutions Join Together
to Elevate the Meeting Experience

ATLANTA, May 3, 2022—Connect, the industry leading B2B events company for
event professionals, is pleased to join together with Elevated Meeting Solutions to
Elevate the Meeting Experience through relationships, connections, and networks.

With top-flight keynote speakers and presenters, engaging networking
opportunities, and signature hosted-buyer programs, Connect drives the industry
forward while connecting the right planners with well-suited suppliers to do future
business. From dynamic conventions to intimate VIP events, the Elevated team is
the partner for creating distinctive gatherings that stop audiences in their tracks, set
organizations apart, and leave a lasting impression attendees won’t soon forget.

Elevated Meeting Solutions has committed to sending a large team to Connect
Spring Marketplace, May 22 – 24 in Puerto Rico, and Connect Marketplace, Aug. 8-10
in Detroit for engaging conversations with destinations and venues regarding their
upcoming top-of-the-line clients and events. Their dynamic collection of clients
includes leading shows in health, technology, legal operations, financial, accounting,
sports, luxury travel and wellness.

Patrick Higgins, senior vice president of industry relations at Connect, said, Elevated
Meeting Solutions’ commitment to the advancement of our industry, connected
relationships, and wellness events makes them a true standout in the industry and
great partner for Connect Events.”
Added Timothy Glanzer, chief elevation officer, Elevated Meeting Solutions, “We are
driven by human connection which makes up the fiber of our community and
Connect drives that connection in the right way amongst our industry at their
events. We are honored to partner with the Connect team and help shape the future
of events.”
Planners interested in registering for Connect should click here. Suppliers can reach
out to Senior Vice President of Sales Derek Rodriguez at
drodriguez@connectmeetings.com
For more information about Connect, or to schedule interviews about the events,
contact Matt Swenson, Connect Corporate Communications Director,
mswenson@connectmeetings.com.

ABOUT CONNECT
Connect is a leader in the meetings, events, travel and tourism industry. Formerly
known as Collinson Media & Events, Connect introduced the popular Marketplace
format to the meetings industry and now produces national shows for meeting
planners in the Corporate, Sports, Diversity, Association, Faith and Travel sectors as
well as other state- and region-specific meetings- and hospitality-focused events.
More information about the company's brands and services is available at
connectmeetings.com.

ABOUT ELEVATED MEETING SOLUTIONS
At Elevated Meeting Solutions our experts can see an event before it is produced. By
collaborating with our clients, we turn a blank canvas into a memorable experience
leaving a lasting impression on their attendees. We provide a high-touch mentality
and exceptional level of service through our full services approach, which includes,
site search and selection, contract negotiation, housing and registration
management, event management, sponsorship management, mobile event apps,
strategic meetings, as well as virtual and hybrid event management. Our elevated
performance is an asset to our dynamic client list, and we flex to meet their needs
and tailor our services to execute success.

